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Prime Loops proudly present the ultimate dubstep experience "Dubstep Nation". This heavy-duty dubstep

sample Pack delivers over 500 royalty free dubstep drum loops, wobble basslines, hard-hitting drum

one-shots, spatial SFX samples, cutting synth patches and a whole lot more to maximise your music

production. This full-on sound collection has been created and optimised to the highest standards; it

delivers only the hottest dubstep sounds & samples that are currently available, and has been

professionally developed with the closest attention to detail. "Dubstep Nation" features a large arsenal of

heavyweight drum loops, moody synth hooks, dark atmospherics and mind-blowing bass and synth

patches, all complimented by a unique and flavoursome hand crafted collection of pure dubstep drum

samples and one-shot SFX to match. This comprehensive collection helps you to stay true to the sound

of the moment with over 500 authentic, grimey, and downright nasty royalty free samples. "Dubstep

Nation" is brought to you directly from London by Prime Loops, the top UK sample providers in the scene

today, and it contains all the right tools you need to catch and develop that notorious dubstep vibe which

is creating waves all around the world right now. Prime Loops' "Dubstep Nation" sample pack contains: 

Over 200 drum loops, basslines & synth hooks  Over 130 multi patches for Kontakt, EXS24, NN-XT,

Sonar SFZ & Halion  Over 200 dubstep one-shot samples, including drum hits & SFX sounds Everything

you hear in the demo showcase is inside this sample pack, and the vocals are from our best selling

release "Rasta Vocal Samples" (used by the likes of Adam F, Will Bailey and many more). So what are

you waiting for? Inject "Dubstep Nation" into your mix, take your production to the next level and tear up

the clubs right now! You can find this release in a large number of other Special Formats on our website

including: Ableton Live Pack (460mb) Acid Loops (557mb) Apple Loops (556mb) FL Studio (557mb)

Garageband (556mb) Reason Refill (657mb) Rex2 Loops (399mb) Stylus RMX Loops (399mb) WAV +

REX2 (957mb) and many, many more! primeloops.com
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